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I'm going to have to do something similar for my Dell projector SOldering is not really my strong point.. So hence the question
Does anybody know if it is possible to get a DIN8 -> DB9/DB25 adapter (or cable).

I am in the USA in early May WIll probably just get one sent to my office and pick it up then.

 Manual Tad 731ge Volvo

Besides I still need to get NetRemote setup to replace my firefly I think I may postphone this one for a little while.. However I
am running Girder as my home control software As such the RS-232 standards available to me are DB9 and DB25.. If you can
find a suitable cable with at least one DIN 8 connector already soldered on then that would help. Photoshop Cc Mac Torrent

Implement Pwa Title Bar Ui For Mac

 Attaullah Khan Mp3 Song Download A To Z
 I have a Sanyo Z2 projector that uses a DIN8 RS-232C connector for its communication (otherwise know as a Apple MAC
Serial Port). Damage done by worms tonight download

 Theme Mac For Linux Mint 17

Anyone have any further luck with using this type of connector of a Sanyo projector? My version is a PLV-Z5.. Sanyo was kind
enough to provide me with the pinouts - but I'm thinking that this is not a priority at the moment.. Should be possible to solder
one up if you can find the specs for the connection.. However all I get out of the cable is gobly-gook (Real Technical I know)
I've tried both the 19200 and 9600 speeds specified in the settings, but nothing.. I then took two RJ45 Jacks and created the
appropriate pin out per the documentation, then off to an RJ45 to db9 adapter.. I took an Apple serial cable and cut the end off
then crimped on an RJ45 connector.. Sanyo was kind enough to make available all the RS232 codes available for the Z2, but
that is kinda useless if I can't connect it to my Control unit.. Any help / advice greatly appreciated Regards Nuro Yep - that
didn't work either. 773a7aa168 Buy Sims 2 Mac Download
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